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Steve Winkler temporarily providing New England underwriting support

I’m sorry to report that Ward Graham, our long-time WFG Massachusetts underwriting
counsel, has decided to pursue other opportunities. We wish Ward well in his new
endeavors.
WFG will continue to provide our New England agents with the
high quality underwriting support you’ve come to expect of
WFG, while we seek out the perfect replacement. Until that time,
Steve Winkler, WFG’s chief underwriter, will be stepping in to
serve our New England Agents. Steve will be backed up by the
rest of the WFG underwriting team.
For those who have not had the pleasure of working with Steve,
he is truly a title expert who has been active in the title industry
Steve Winkler
in a variety of legal and management capacities since 1972. He’s
served on the Executive Committee of the Connecticut Real
Property Section continuously since 1979.
Nationally, Steve was selected by his peers as a Fellow of both the American College of
Real Estate Lawyers and of the American College of Mortgage Attorneys – a dual honor
accorded very few attorneys. Steve currently serves on the Forms Committee of the
American Land Title Association and brings a tremendous insight into policy coverage
questions – having written many of the policy forms we all use. Steve is a regular
speaker on title insurance related topics and is co-author of the Common Interest
Ownership Manual (1984).
You will find Steve to be a valuable underwriting resource. He can be reached directly at
203-314-4614 or SWinkler@willistonfinancial.com

Information Bulletins are designed to provide our agents with information we think will help in
managing their business or just being better title professionals, but which does not rise to the
level of being an underwriting mandate and are not within the scope of the agency agreement.

